
Created on Monday 24 September, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Pink dreamcatcher
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW202

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your dreamcatcher as in
the picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 7 cm. x 7.50 cm.

Price: € 9.50 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 1 of 63



Created on Tuesday 25 September, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Kitten with Strawberry
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW125

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your cat as in the picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 10.80 cm. x 11.20 cm.

Price: € 9.50 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 25 September, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Horse Maximus
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WWP144

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your horse as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 8.80 cm. x 8.80 cm.

Price: € 8.50 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 27 September, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Strawberry
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW124

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your strawberry as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 10.80 cm. x 10.30 cm.

Price: € 8.50 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 27 September, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Maple Leaf
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW143

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your leaf as in the picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 7.30 cm. x 8.00 cm.

Price: € 8.50 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 27 September, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Tulip
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW136

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your tulip as in the picture.
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 9.30 cm. x 11.70 cm.

Price: € 8.50 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 25 January, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Moon Cat
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW204

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 7.00 cm. x 7.50 cm.

Price: € 13.57 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 23 January, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Love Catcher
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW205

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 6.90 cm. x 7.50 cm.

Price: € 9.50 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 8 of 63



Created on Saturday 29 December, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Lollipop
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW318

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 7.60 cm. x 11.50 cm.

Price: € 8.69 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 29 December, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Little Snowman Decoration
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW313

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 7.80 cm. x 10.00 cm.

Price: € 8.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 29 December, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Snowman Decoration
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW312

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 10.10 cm. x 11.40 cm.

Price: € 8.69 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 29 December, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Santa with Gifts Decoration
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW310

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 8.10 cm. x 8.50 cm.

Price: € 8.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 29 December, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Santa Claus Decoration
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW309

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 10.80 cm. x 11.20 cm.

Price: € 8.69 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 29 December, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Jingle Bells Decoration
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW308

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 8.80 cm. x 8.90 cm.

Price: € 8.69 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 14 of 63



Created on Saturday 29 December, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Dwarf Decoration
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW307

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 7.50 cm. x 11.30 cm.

Price: € 8.69 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 15 of 63



Created on Thursday 03 January, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Happy New Year
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW206

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
10 wooden panels

Price: € 14.57 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 27 March, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Magical Unicorn
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW305

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 9.50 cm. x 10.20 cm.

Price: € 8.69 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 17 of 63



Created on Wednesday 27 March, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Wine
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW164

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 5.50 cm. x 9.20 cm.

Price: € 8.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 27 March, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Dreamcatcher - Grey
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW200

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 7.00 cm. x 7.50 cm.

Price: € 9.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 19 of 63



Created on Wednesday 27 March, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Dreamcatcher - Blue
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WWP201

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 7.00 cm. x 7.50 cm.

Price: € 9.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 20 of 63



Created on Wednesday 27 March, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Undina
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW259

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 7.60 cm. x 11.30 cm.

Price: € 9.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 21 of 63



Created on Wednesday 27 March, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Sirena
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW258

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 8.10 cm. x 10.80 cm.

Price: € 9.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 22 of 63



Created on Monday 29 April, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Pink Unicorn
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WWP338

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 7.60 cm. x 11.10 cm.

Price: € 8.69 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 23 of 63



Created on Monday 29 April, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Fancy Unicorn
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW345

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 10.90 cm. x 11.40 cm.

Price: € 9.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 24 of 63



Created on Thursday 09 May, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

I Love Mom
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW319

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 11.80 cm. x 4.00 cm.

Price: € 8.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 25 of 63



Created on Sunday 05 May, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Magic
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW320

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 6.00 cm. x 8.40 cm.

Price: € 8.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 26 of 63



Created on Wednesday 08 May, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Cute Skull
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW328

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 7.30 cm. x 9.10 cm.

Price: € 8.69 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 27 of 63



Created on Wednesday 08 May, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Foodie
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW347

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 10.30 cm. x 10 cm.

Price: € 8.69 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 28 of 63



Created on Thursday 09 May, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Snowball
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW343

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 11.30 cm. x 11.10 cm.

Price: € 9.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 29 of 63



Created on Sunday 12 May, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Love Potion
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW333

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 6.30 cm. x 10.60 cm.

Price: € 8.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 30 of 63



Created on Sunday 12 May, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Sea Dragon
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW337

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 7.60 cm. x 10.30 cm.

Price: € 8.69 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 31 of 63



Created on Sunday 19 May, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Cat Lucky
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW112

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 8.90 cm. x 8.90 cm.

Price: € 8.69 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 32 of 63



Created on Sunday 19 May, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Bear
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW189

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 10.10 cm. x 10.80 cm.

Price: € 8.69 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 19 May, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Teapot with Rose
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW178

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 10.10 cm. x 9.40 cm.

Price: € 8.69 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 19 May, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Bulldog
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW185

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 9.10 cm. x 9.50 cm.

Price: € 8.69 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 21 May, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Molly
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW138

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 9.80 cm. x 11.70 cm.

Price: € 9.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 20 May, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Music Lover
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW300

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 6.50 cm. x 7.70 cm.

Price: € 8.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 20 May, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

I Love You!
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW157

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 6.80 cm. x 4.0 cm.

Price: € 8.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 21 May, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Fish
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW271

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 10.30 cm. x 9.00 cm.

Price: € 8.69 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 20 May, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Lemon
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW167

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 8.80 cm. x 8.60 cm.

Price: € 8.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 21 May, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Dog Buddy
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW105

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 8.30 cm. x 10.50 cm.

Price: € 8.69 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 29 July, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Toy Horse
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW147

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 8.90 cm. x 8.90 cm.

Price: € 8.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 29 July, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Blue Unicorn
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW286

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 8.30 cm. x 9.20 cm.

Price: € 8.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 29 July, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Aliens
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW296

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 9.80 cm. x 8.20 cm.

Price: € 8.69 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 29 July, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Air Balloon
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW251

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 7.30 cm. x 10.30 cm.

Price: € 8.69 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 29 July, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Sea Anchor
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WW253

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 8.30 cm. x 11.30 cm.

Price: € 8.69 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 27 November, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Christmas Bear
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WWP440

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 6 cm. x 8.50 cm.

Price: € 8.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 27 November, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Christmas Bullfinch
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WWP439

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 7.80 cm. x 9.70 cm.

Price: € 8.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 27 November, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Dreamcatcher - Summer
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WWP406

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 6.90 cm. x 7.50 cm.

Price: € 9.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 27 November, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Dreamcatcher - Orchid
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WWP407

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 6.90 cm. x 7.50 cm.

Price: € 9.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 27 November, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Dreamcatcher - Half Moon
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WWP408

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 6.90 cm. x 7.50 cm.

Price: € 9.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 06 December, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Holiday Cat
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WWP362

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 9.90 cm. x 10.90 cm.

Price: € 8.69 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 06 December, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Pizza Slice
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WWP380

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 11 cm. x 11.80 cm.

Price: € 9.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 04 May, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Exoplanet
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WWP390

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 10.80 cm. x 8.10 cm.

Price: € 9.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 04 May, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Cosy Home
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WWP383

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 9.80 cm. x 10.60 cm.

Price: € 9.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 05 May, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Loving Hearts
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WWP434

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 10.00 cm. x 8.20 cm.

Price: € 9.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 07 May, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Kitten with Christmas Hat
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WWP448

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 7.60 cm. x 11.20 cm.

Price: € 9.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 07 May, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Gingerbread Man
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WWP447

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 6.70 cm. x 8.20 cm.

Price: € 8.69 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 07 May, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Lipstick
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WWP389

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 3.80 cm. x 9.00 cm.

Price: € 8.69 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 07 May, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Snowman Ball
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WWP452

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 10.70 cm. x 11.50 cm.

Price: € 10.90 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 07 May, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Gingerbread House
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WWP454

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 8 cm. x 9 cm.

Price: € 8.69 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 07 May, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Baby Snowman
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WWP455

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 7 cm. x 9.60 cm.

Price: € 8.69 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 23 May, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Charms

Lips
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WWP391

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely, laser-cut base made of MDF and ready to
be finished with sparkle, crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed and
accessories to complete your work as in the
picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 7.00 cm. x 4.60 cm.

Price: € 8.69 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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